A Casualty

The day after Pearl Harbor
his whole basketball team signed up

so he did too
because that was one sure way

to get out of going to school
And the Marines

taught him
everything he needed to know

to become a sniper
and a scout

before sending him,
to Iwo Jima.

where he was taught
to spray the caves with fire

to force the enemy to come out
which they did

including one very young soldier,
just a boy,

in flames.
And the only thing
he never learned
was how to live with that.

**Something Falling**

I saw a shadow of something falling
As if from the tree to the grass

And I wondered if it were a bird
Or maybe a shadow

That looked like a bird -
That had the shape that a bird needs

To surf the skies-
But no hardiness yet in the wings

Now I think it was
a fledgling love

That tried the air
And fell to earth

Before it knew
The strength it takes to fly
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